Multiple approaches have been proposed to study differential splicing from RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data 1 , including the analysis of transcript isoforms 2,3 , clusters of splice-junctions 4,5 , alternative splicing events 6-8 and exonic regions 9 . However, many challenges remain unsolved, including the limitation in speed, the computing capacity and storage requirements, the constraints in the number of reads needed to achieve sufficient accuracy, and the lack of robust methods to account for variability between replicates and for analyses across multiple conditions. We present here a significant extension of SUPPA 8 to enable streamlined analysis of differential splicing across multiple conditions, taking into account biological variability. We show that SUPPA differential splicing analysis achieves high accuracy using extensive experimental and simulated data compared to other methods; and shows higher accuracy at low sequencing depth, with short read lengths, and using replicas with unbalanced depth, which has important implications for the cost-effective use of RNA-seq data for splicing analysis. We also validate the analysis of multiple conditions with SUPPA by studying differential splicing during iPS-cell to neuron differentiation and during erythroblast differentiation, providing support for the applicability of SUPPA for the robust analysis of differential splicing beyond binary comparisons.
Statistical significance in differential splicing is usually assessed using read counts. However, alternative splicing produces a change in the relative abundance of transcript isoforms from the same gene. This can be readily described in terms of differences in the transcript relative abundances estimated from RNA-seq and has shown a good agreement with experimental measurements 8, 10, 11 . We showed before that transcriptome quantification can be exploited for the fast estimate of event inclusion values with high accuracy 8 . We have now performed a significant extension of SUPPA to exploit the variability between replicates to determine the uncertainty of the estimate of the change in inclusion level, or ΔPSI, in terms of the abundance of the transcripts describing the event (see Methods). To evaluate the dynamic range of SUPPA we used it to analyze RNA-seq data after the knockdown of TRA2A and TRA2B splicing regulators compared to controls 12 ( Fig. 1a ). In agreement with the expected higher variability at low read count, there is greater uncertainty for the observed ΔPSI between conditions at low transcript expression. SUPPA estimates the significance considering the distribution between replicates for all events with similar transcript abundance (Fig. 1b) , resulting in a lower bound in |ΔPSI| values for significant events that vary with the expression of the transcripts describing the event.
We compared SUPPA results with three other methods that calculate differential splicing using multiple replicates per condition: rMATS 7 and MAJIQ 5 , which describe changes in terms of ΔPSI, and DEXSeq 9 , which uses fold-changes. Importantly, we found that SUPPA is much faster than the other methods, devoting 24 seconds to PSI quantification and about 32 minutes and 47 seconds for differential splicing analysis on the same datasets (Fig. 1c) . Since SUPPA performs the significance test directly on the ΔPSI values without needing to go back to the read data, it hence provides unmatched speed for differential splicing analysis. Comparing the results obtained with each method (Supp. Fig. 1 ), rMATS and DEXSeq detect many significant events with small inclusion changes that are not distinguishable from the variability between biological replicates, whereas MAJIQ does not detect as many significant events at low and high gene expression. In contrast, as SUPPA exploits the between-replicate variability to test for significance, it avoids the use of arbitrary global |ΔPSI| thresholds and detects significant events across a wide range of gene expression values (Supp. Fig. 1 ).
To test the accuracy of SUPPA, we simulated 317 differentially spliced cassette events with |ΔPSI|>0.2 between two conditions with 3 replicates each, and considered 317 different cassette events without change as a negative set (see Methods) (Supp. Table S1 ). We simulated genome-wide RNA-seq reads using RSEM 13 at different sequencing depths: 120, 60, 25, 10 and 5 millions of paired-end 100nt reads per sample, and for different read-lengths: 100, 75, 50 and 25nt with 25M paired-end reads. Despite the differences in the numbers and length of the reads (Supp . Table S2) , the benchmarking gene sets show similar distributions of gene expression at all depths and read lengths (Supp. Fig. 2 ). We then calculated differentially spliced events with SUPPA, rMATS, MAJIQ and DEXSeq, and evaluated the number of simulated cassette events that each method was able to measure, as well as the number of true positives and false positives. SUPPA was able to measure more events than the other methods at low sequencing depths ( Fig. 1d and Supp. Fig. 2 ) and at short read lengths (Fig. 1e) , and recovered more true positives for the same simulations (Figs. 1f and 1g ). This result was the same regardless of whether the true positive was considered only based on the significance test, or imposing in addition the cutoff |ΔPSI|>0.2 for the predictions (Supp . Table S3 ).
Additionally, when considering an unbalanced configuration where one replicate had 120M
reads and the other two replicates had 10M reads, SUPPA showed higher number of true positives (Fig. 1h) . SUPPA also showed high correlation values between predicted and simulated ΔPSI values (Supp. Figs. 2c-2e) (Supp . Table S3 ) in the same simulated conditions.
In contrast, the other methods had reduced performance at low depth and short read length, and showed a reduction of true positives for unbalanced sequencing depths (Fig. 1h) , probably owing to them relying on having sufficient and balanced junction and/or exonic reads. SUPPA can also measure a higher number of events from the negative set (Supp. Figs. 2f and 2g) while maintaining a low proportion of false positives (Supp. Table S3 ).
To further evaluate the accuracy of SUPPA we used 83 experimentally validated events that change upon TRA2A and TRA2B knockdown compared to control cells 12 . SUPPA had similar accuracy to rMATS and MAJIQ in the estimation of ΔPSI values (Fig. 2a) (Supp . Tables S4-S5) .
Furthermore, using three other independent RT-PCR datasets published previously 10, 14, 15 SUPPA showed higher or similar accuracy compared to rMATS and MAJIQ (Supp. Figs 3a-3c) (Supp. Tables S6-S11). In particular, SUPPA had the highest accuracy for the data from Pimentel et al. 10 , which has replicas with unbalanced depths. Finally, using 44 RT-PCR negative cassette events that did not show significant change upon the double knockdown of TRA2A and TRA2B, SUPPA had false positive rate similar to the other methods, either before (Fig. 2b ) or after applying a |ΔPSI|>0.1 cut-off (Supp. Fig. 3d ) (Supp. Tables S12-S13).
We further performed a direct comparison of SUPPA, rMATS, MAJIQ and DEXSeq. Since exon cassette events are the most frequent form of splicing variation (48% of events from the human Ensembl annotation are of cassette type) we decided to match the identified cassette exons across all four methods (see Methods). We were able to identify 7116 cassette exons unambiguously defined by all methods (Supp. Fig. 4a ) (Supp. Table S14 ). From the 793 events detected as significant by at least one method, only 32 were identified as significant by all methods (Supp. Fig 4b) ; and events detected by more methods tended to have higher ΔPSI values (Supp. Fig. 4c ) and covered a smaller range of gene expression (Supp. Fig. 4d ). Despite this low overlap, significant events from each method independently showed enrichment of TRA2B CLIP tags 12 (Fisher's exact test p-value < 0.01) and TRA2 binding motifs (z-score > 3).
Hence, each method provides a reasonable description of the splicing patterns independently.
To seek further support for this point, we selected for experimental validation 14 events that were predicted as significant only by SUPPA and further showed overlap with TRA2 motifs and TRA2B CLIP tags 12 (Supp . Table S15 ). However, from these 14 events, 7 could not be measured by RT-PCR due to low expression. From the other 7 cases tested, 5 changed significantly and all cases except one changed in the direction predicted by SUPPA (Fig. 2c ). In particular, we validated a new event in EML4 (Fig. 2d ), a gene involved in cancer through a fusion with ALK that is not present in MDA-MB-231 cells 16 . We conclude that SUPPA is able to detect overlapping splicing changes common to other methods, but additionally can detect experimentally reproducible events that are not identified by any other method.
SUPPA is also able to analyze multiple conditions by computing the pairwise differential splicing between conditions, and detect groups of events with similar splicing patterns across conditions using density-based clustering. Clustering requires two parameters: the minimum number of events in a cluster (N), which can be interpreted as the expected size of the regulatory modules;
and the maximum distance to cluster two events (D), which approximates the maximum average PSI difference at which two events are grouped together. To evaluate the ability of SUPPA to cluster events, we analyzed a 4-day time-course of differentiation of human iPS cells into bipolar neurons 17 , which had not been analyzed yet for alternative splicing. In agreement with the observed enrichment of microexons (length < 28nt) in differentiated neurons 18, 19 , SUPPA identified 2314 regulated cassette events enriched in microexons compared to nonregulated cassette events (Fisher's exact test p-value < 2.2e-16, odds-ratio= 4.33961), with the majority of them (78%) more included in differentiated cells (ΔPSI > 0.1 between the first and fourth day). After evaluating various clustering parameters (Supp. Fig. 5a ), using the parameters D=0.08 and N=11 yielded 3 well-differentiated clusters (silhouette score = 0.63) (Figs. 3a-c).
Clusters 0 and 1 increase inclusion at day 2 and 1, respectively, whereas cluster 2 decreases inclusion at day 1. Interestingly, clusters 0 and 1 are enriched in microexons with respect to unclustered regulated cassette events (Fisher's exact test p-value = 6.379e-05, odds-ratio = 4.708), whereas cluster 2 includes none. To further validate the findings with SUPPA, we performed a motif enrichment analysis in regulated events compared to non-regulated events.
Notably, although the 2314 regulated events did not show any enrichment in motifs for RNA binding proteins (RBPs), those events in clusters were enriched in, among others, CELF, RBFOX and SRRM4 motifs. Consistent with this, SRRM4 and members of the CELF and RBFOX families also show upregulation at the initial steps of iPS cell differentiation into neurons Fig. 5 ) (Supp. Table 16 ). These results agree with the described role of CELF, RBFOX and SRRM4 genes in neuronal differentiation [19] [20] [21] [22] . Additionally, they suggest for the first time a role of ESRP1, ESRP2, RBMS3 and other factors in differential splicing during neuronal differentiation.
We also used SUPPA to analyze differential splicing across 5 steps of erythroblast differentiation 10 . After evaluating different parameters for clustering (Supp. Fig. 6 ), N=30 and D=0.07 yielded two homogeneous and well-differentiated clusters, one with high PSI values that decrease at the last step, and a second cluster with low inclusion with an increase at the last step (Supp. In summary, our extensive evaluations here indicate that the new version of SUPPA provides a broadly applicable solution to current challenges in the analysis of differential splicing from RNA sequencing data across multiple conditions that will make it attractive to many potential users.
SUPPA is faster than other methods, and maintains a high accuracy, especially at low sequencing depth and for short read-length. This provides the opportunity to study splicing in projects with limited budget, and to reuse available sequencing datasets with lower depth than usually required by other methods. Additionally, the low computing and storage requirements of Although SUPPA relies on genome annotation to define events, poorly annotated genomes can be improved and extended before analysis by SUPPA. In fact, recent analyses have shown that improved annotations lead to significantly better PSI estimates from RNA-seq compared to highresolution RT-PCR measurements 27 . Current trends predict an increase in the number of efforts to improve the transcriptomes in multiple species and conditions. In this direction, SUPPA could play a key role for the systematic and rapid genome-wide analysis of splicing following annotation and sample updates. In conclusion, the speed, modularity and accuracy of SUPPA enable cost-effective use of RNA-seq for the robust and streamlined analysis of differential splicing across multiple biological conditions. Here we implicitly assume that the background distribution is symmetric. SUPPA includes an option to correct for multiple testing across all events from the same gene, as they cannot be considered to be entirely independent of each other, using the Benjamini-Hochberg method, where the false discovery rate (FDR) cut-off can be given as input.
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SUPPA clustering analysis
SUPPA implements the density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN 28 using the vectors of mean PSI values, and uses two parameters: the minimum number of events in a cluster (N), and the maximum distance to consider two events as cluster partners (D). Clustering is only performed with events that change significantly in at least one pair of adjacent conditions and three different distance metrics can be used: Euclidean, Manhattan and Cosine. Cluster qualities are reported using the silhouette score 29 , which indicates how well the events are assigned to clusters; and the root mean square standard deviation (RMSSTD), which measures the homogeneity of each cluster. Additionally, the number and percentage of events in clusters is also reported. Motif enrichment analysis was performed as before 30 . Further details on the motif enrichment and analysis of differential expression are provided as Supplementary
Material.
Simulated datasets
We used the quantification of the RefSeq transcripts for the 3 control samples from Best et al.
12
(GSE59335) as theoretical abundances, and considered 700 genes with only two isoforms containing any type of alternative splicing event (exon cassette, mutually exclusive, alternative 5'/3' splice-site, intron retention) and with absolute difference of relative abundance greater than 0.2:
We simulated differential splicing by exchanging their theoretical TPM values in a second condition, keeping the same theoretical abundances for all other transcripts. For the benchmarking analysis we used only the 317 (45%) cases with cassette events, as these were the most abundant type and the easiest one to match across methods. Additionally, we considered a negative set of 317 cassette events in 317 genes with two isoforms sampled from the entire range of values of the difference of relative abundance. We used RSEM 13 to simulate sequencing reads for the 2 conditions, 3 replicates each, at various depths: 120, 60, 25, 10 and 5 millions of 100nt paired-end reads per sample, and at various read lengths: 100nt, 75nt, 50nt
and 25nt, at depth 25M paired-end reads (Supp . Tables S1-S3) . Further details are given as Supplementary Material.
Experimental datasets
We analyzed RNA-seq data for the double knockdown of TRA2A and TRA2B in MDA Tables S8-S9 ). We also analyzed data for stimulated and unstimulated Jurkat T- RNA-seq reads were used to quantify transcripts from Ensembl (version 75) and RefSeq (hg19/mm10) with Salmon 25 . Reads were also mapped to the human (hg19) or mouse (mm10) genomes using TopHat 31 . All methods other than SUPPA were used with these mappings. 
Experimental validation
Details on the experimental validation are given as Supplementary Material. 
